
HOW TO WRITE AN OPINION COLUMN WRITTEN TASK OUTLINE

This sample written task is written by Michael Michell, who teaches at the The written task presented here is an opinion
column, which is very different from an.

Level The task shows some understanding of the topic s or text s to which it refers. Short fiction Not
recommended. Level The task shows an adequate understanding of the topic s or text s to which it refers.
Essays are different than columns or articles. Options might be: A conversation between Helmer and Krogstad
that happens in Helmer's study; the scene just before Nora enters the stage with her Christmas tree in Act 1.
Level 5 The use of language and the style are very clear and effective, with a very good degree of accuracy;
sentence construction and vocabulary are good; the style is confident and the register effective Activity
Imagine the following speech see video below had been transcribed and submitted as a written task on Part 2.
If you don't know the structural features of an editorial, research them and incorporate them into your task.
The task does not sound like an essay. What is your response? Screenplay: Write a contemporary adaptation of
a scene in the form of a screenplay. Questions From the above mentioned text types, which ones would you
find easiest to write? In order to effectively expose these issues, I incorporated satirical techniques such as
incongruity by using dogs as the main focus of the social issue of misgendering, and by using exaggeration to
inflate the initially minor issue into a full blown crisis. The examiner can see something has been studied with
a degree of depth. Are you imitating the style of a famous columnist? Many students take risks on their written
task 1, by writing very imaginative pieces, such as comic books, psychiatry reports and new endings to novels.
Level 4 The task is organized. Friedman can get away with it. If you are writing a movie review, you must
identify a website or magazine where your review will be featured. The problem is plagiarism. Brochure Not
recommended. Nothing better serves their interests than to see Americans becoming confused about climate
change, and, therefore, less inclined to move toward clean-tech and, therefore, more certain to remain addicted
to oil. The contrasting register and diction is also inspired by the original poem, with the sophisticated diction
representing higher society as it does in the last stanza of the first vignette, with the last stanza using lower
class diction in the form of s slang to represent the lower class narrative voice. Level 2 Some organization is
apparent; the task has some structure, although it is not sustained. How would it score according to the written
task assessment criteria? While the IB guide allows room for creativity, it is not part of the assessment. China,
of course, understands that, which is why it is investing heavily in clean-tech, efficiency and high-speed rail.
Proudly powered by Weebly. Tips Write a text type that is both plausible and feasible. They consist of
bullet-points, short sentences and pictures. Not recommended for the previously mentioned reasons. Generally
speaking newspapers or magazines want there to be a cult of personality surrounding these columnists to
generate good sales and brand loyalty.


